
CLASS -7 SUBJECT:  ENGLISH HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 

 

 

1) Revise and learn the lesson and poems, we have done in our Live classes for 

Periodic Test. 

2) Write 10- sentences each of Present Continuous tense Past Continuous tense and 

Present Perfect tense. 

3) Write your experience about ‘Stay home during Corona Lockdown period in a 

paragraph of about 150 words.  

4) Read lesson (Honey Comb) 1. Gopal and the hilsa fish. 

5) Write 20 antonyms and 20 synonyms on A4 sized sheet. 

6) Write one spooky story and you can quote it as your personal experience. 

 
   



Kendriya Vidyalaya Vasant Kunj (ii shift) Holiday home work 
Class VII Subject: Mathematics 

 
1) Revise chapter 1st Integers , chapter 2nd  Fractions and Decimals and chapter 3rd Data handling 

2) Write down a pair of integers whose  

(i) Sum is  -3 

(ii) Difference is 2 

3) In a class test containing 15 questions. 4 marks are given for every correct answer and ( -2) 

marks for every incorrect answer. 

(i) Arun attempt all questions but only 9 of his answers are correct.What is his final score 

? 

(ii) One of his friend gets only 5 correct.What will be his score ? 

(4)  Eighteen integers are multiplied together. What will be the sign of the product,if: 

(i) 15 of them are negative and 3 are positive ? 

(ii) 9 of them are positive and the remaining are negatives ? 

(iii) All are negative? 

(4) Evaluate by applying suitable property: 

(i)  625 × 9 + 625 

(ii)  1920 ×101 – 1920 

(5) arrange the following fractions in ascending order : 

5/12 ,9/16 ,2/3 ,3/4 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Holidays Homework for Summer Vacation (2020-21)  2nd shift  
 (Subject : S.St.)         Class : VII 

 
 

1. Read the following chapters properly, make gist (main important points) and learn :  

History – Ch-1,2,3 Geography – Ch 1,2,3 Civics- Ch-1,2,3  

 

2. Learn exercise questions and inside questions of  above mentioned chapters and  practice by 

writing on pages (Plane / Lined paper)  and put in activity file.  

 

3. Write 10-10 one marked questions of above mentioned  chapters  on pages (Plane / Lined 

paper)  and put in activity file & Learn. 

4. Practice Map of  Geography  Ch 1,2,3  from Book(if given in book)   and put in 
Activity File. (Photo copy of map is not allowed. 

5.  Project : Write about the help provided by you or your family to the society or needy 
people during COVID 19 lockdown and put in activity file. 
** Note : Make an Activity File.  Make its 1st page as :  
(Activity  File of Social Science (2020-21) 
Class & Sec : Name :  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 



 



Class VII Holiday Home work -Science 

1. Revise Chapters 1, 2 and 3 Book Exercises and diagrams from the science book 

2. In loose sheets, do the following activity 

draw or paste pictures of  

a. Insectivorous plants and write their names 

b. Parastic plants and write their names 

3. Collect pieces of silk of various types and paste them in sheet. Take the help of 

your elders and identify and write names such as mulberry silk, tassar silk, mooga 

silk. 

4. Collect pictures of animals or draw them whose hair is used as wool. Also do 

activity 3.3 , page 25 of your book. 

5. Try growing sweet potato just in water. Describe your experiment and 

observations for a week. 

6. Book activity growing a bread mould (page 6 of book). Record your observations 

in sheet. 

7. Make posters on “save water” and “save trees” 

 


